5 WAYS TO RETHINK YOUR FOOTPRINT IN YOUR COLLEGE HOUSE

1. REDUCE YOUR WASTE
   Be conscious of your trash and think about what you could reuse. That old t-shirt and picture frame are just waiting to be upcycled.

2. BYO BOTTLE
   Take advantage of campus-wide retail discounts and water filters to minimize plastic bottle waste. Works for reusable mugs too!

3. REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE PAPER
   Print only when necessary, double-sided, and reuse single-sided pages.

4. CONSIDER SPECIALTY WASTE
   Penn has programs for recycling “e-waste”, such as electronics, CFL bulbs, and batteries, as well as ink and toner cartridges, writing instruments, and books.

5. BRING A BAG
   It takes 12 million oil barrels to produce the 100 billion plastic bags Americans use annually. When shopping, bring reusable bags with you.

For more information on Penn waste minimization and recycling initiatives, visit: www.upenn.edu/sustainability